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A molecular descriptors family on structure-property relationships study (MDF-SPR)

was conducted in order to model the boiling points of alkanes using the compounds structure
information.
The alkanes from C3 to C9 were included into study. Two MDF-SPR models, one with
one descriptor and other with two descriptors, were identified. The estimation and prediction
of the MDF-SPR models were analyzed. The methods used for validation of the obtained
MDF-SPR models are presented.
The correlated correlation analysis was using in order to compare the performances of
the obtained MDF-SPR models and of the MDF-SPR models comparing with previous
reported model. The Steiger’s Z test [1] at a significance level of 5% was applied.
The statistical analysis of the obtained MDF-SPR models demonstrated that the model
with two descriptors has greater abilities in estimation and prediction compared with the
model with one descriptor. More, the MDF-SPR model with two descriptors has greater
abilities in estimation comapring with previous reported model. These observations were also
sustained by the results of correlated-correlation analysis.
The multi-varied MDF-SPR model can be used in order to predict the property of
interest of studied alkanes without any experiments and measurements, by using the MDF
SPR Predictor application [2].
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ABSTRACT
A molecular descriptors family on structure-property relationships (MDF SPR) study was performed in order to model the boiling points of alkanes starting from the information obtained from
the compounds structure. All alkanes from C3 to C9 was included in this study. Two MDF SPR models, one with one descriptor and other with two descriptors, were contsructed. The
estimation and prediction of the models were analyzed in order to identify the best performing MDF SPR model. The best performing model was validated, and its correlation coefficient was
compared with a previously reported model. The results of the study revealed that the MDF SPR approach is a useful method of model the boiling points of alkanes providing stable models.

INTRODUCTION
The boiling points of a sample of alkanes were previously studied by using 3D molecular descriptors. There were reported models with one, two, three, and four
variables, respectively [1]. The equation of the best model (the model with three variables) had the following formula:
Bp(°C) = 727.26(±20.76)·3D0χ - 19.46(±0.9)·3DSRW2 + 7.99(±0.39)·M2 - 779.42(±20.08) (1)
n = 73; r = 0.9986; s = 2.17; F = 8340
where 3D0χ and 3DSRW2 are MIS (Method of Ideal Symmetry) indices, and M2 is a 3D modification of the Zagreb index; Bp(°C) is the boiling point.
A new method called molecular descriptor family on structure-property relationships (MDF-SPR) was been introduced by Jäntschi [2] proving its abilities in prediction of chemical
compounds properties [3, 4].
The current study attempts to find the relationships between structure of alkanes with three, four, five, six, seven, eight and nine carbons and boiling points, to identify the best MDF
SPR models and to analyze their estimation and prediction abilities.

DATA SET AND METHODOLOGY
A sample of seventy-three compounds, representing the isomers of the alkanes from three to nine (one C3 alkane, two C4 compounds, three C5 compounds, five C6 compounds,
nine C7 compounds, eighteen C8 compounds and thirty-five C9 compounds, respectively) where included into the study.
The experimental data of boiling points were taken from a previously reported research [5]. The boiling points of alkanes have been investigated using MDF-SPR methodology [2].
The best performing mono and multivariate models were identified based on the value of the correlation coefficient. In order to demonstrate the absence of chance correlation into
the obtained model, two validation methods were used (leave-one-out method, and leave-many out method).
Comparisons between correlation coefficients obtained by different models were analyzed by using the Steiger’s Z test [6] at a significance level of 5%.

RESULTS
Two MDF SPR models with abilities in estimation of boiling points for studied alkanes were identify, one model with a single descriptor (see Eq.(2)) and other with two descriptors
(see Eq.(3)), where Ŷ1D is the estimated boiling points by the model with one descriptor (Eq.(2)), Ŷ2D the estimated boiling points by the model with two descriptors, and lbMdsHg,
lGDrtGt, and IbDrfHt are molecular descriptors.
Model with one descriptor
Model with two descriptors
Ŷ1D = -507.95 + 188.40·lbMdsHg
(2)
Ŷ2D = - 129.20 - 67.45·lGDrtGt + 4.89·IbDrfHt
(3)
Statistical characteristics in terms of squared correlation coefficients, Fisher parameters and associated significance, standard error of the MDF SPR models are presented in table
1. Analyzing the obtained MDF SPR models revealed that the model with two descriptors obtained a greater value for correlation coefficient (r = 0.9991, 95% CIr = [0.99850.9994]), comparing with the model with one descriptor (r = 0.9956, 95%CIr = [0.9929-0.9972]) (Steiger’s Z-parameter = 7.016, p < 0.0001).
The hypothesis that there are not significant differences between model from Eq.(3) and previously reported mode (Eq.(1)) was tested by using the Steiger’s Z test. The results
-3
shown us that the correlation coefficient obtained by Eq.(3) is statistical significant greater comparing with the one obtained by Eq.(1) (Steiger’s Z parameter = 2.8, p = 2.6·10 ).
Figure 1 shown the representation of observed boiling points versus estimated by using the MDF SPR model with two descriptors (Eq.(3)).
Table 1. MDF SPR models for boiling points of alkanes: statistical characteristics
Eq.
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Performances of model from Eq.(3) in training versus test
analysis are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Validation results of the MDF SPR model with two
descriptors - Eq.(3)

95%CIinter, 95%CIC-Desc = the 95% confidence interval for the intercept, and for the coefficient of descriptor;
r2MDF, r2loo= the squared correlation of the MDF SPR model, and for the leave-one-out analysis;
rsQ2 = semi-quantitative squared correlation coefficient;
FMDF, Floo = the Fisher parameter of the MDF SPR, and leave-one-out regression models;
sMDF, sloo = standard error for the MDF SPR model, and leave-one-out model, respectively; ‡ p < 0.0001

Graphical representation of the observed versus estimated boiling points in training versus test analysis is
presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. Estimated by MDF-SPR vs. observed boiling points

Fig. 2. Training (48) vs test: estimation of boiling points

CONCLUSIONS
Two MDF-SPR models with good statistical parameters proved to be able to estimate and predict the boiling points of the alkanes with number of atoms that vary from three to
nine. Comparing the MDF-SAR models revealed that the model with two descriptors is better.
The descriptors involved into MDF-SAR models were calculated solely from the chemical structure and shown that the boiling point of the studied alkanes depends on topology of
compounds and it is related with the group their electronegativity and number of directly bonded hydrogen’s.
The internal validation of the MDF-SPR model with two descriptors demonstrates the stability and reliability of the model.
The multi-varied MDF-SPR model can be used in order to predict the boiling point of interest new alkanes (other then the alkanes that were studied) without any experiments and
measurements, by using the MDF SPR Predictor application (http://l.academicdirect.org/Chemistry/SARs/MDF_SARs/sar/).
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• Start point: A previously study of boiling
points of a sample of alkanes (Toporov,
Toporova, 1998) – it use 3 3D molecular
descriptors; r2 = 0.9972
• Data: n=78 alkanes; boiling points; structures
• Method: MDF-SPR (Jantschi, 2005)
• Results: a MDF model with 2 3D molecular
descriptors; r2 = 0.9982
• Discussion:
– Leave-one-out analysis r2loo = 0.9980 (!)
– Training versus test analysis
– Correlated correlations (Steiger’s Z test)

Correlated correlations? - NO
• Analyzing the obtained MDF SPR models revealed that
the model with two descriptors obtained a greater value
for correlation coefficient (r = 0.9991, 95% CIr = [0.99850.9994]), comparing with the model with one descriptor (r
= 0.9956, 95%CIr = [0.9929-0.9972]) (Steiger’s Zparameter = 7.016, p < 0.0001).
• The hypothesis that there are not significant differences
between model with two descriptors and previously
reported model was tested by using the Steiger’s Z test.
The results shown us that the correlation coefficient
obtained is statistical significant greater comparing with
the one previously obtained (Steiger’s Z parameter =
2.8, p = 2.6·10-3).
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